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 on the mtrt2000, is there a way to map a box for the disk error to the program, like was done with the psg smart that came with the p32ce drive yes i can understand the box for the microsoft box that comes up with the motorola, but is there a way to map the box for disk error to the mtr2000 cps program so i can do a temp test and see what the problem is? Yes, there is. I use the CPSW tools. You are
correct, there is no menu option to turn this on. It is under the 'PC/Tech' section of the 'Applications' menu. I am currently using the MTR2000 tester on my Z2 with both the 'open market' and the 'pre-made' software and I have it set to ONLY check for soft errors. I have mine set to: Use internal disk (D:\) for entire drive. Always perform a Disk repair operation if there is any error detected. Only

check for soft errors. Install new MSR's to the drive. Run DRDGEIS on the drive. Now, to turn off the disk error monitor, you can do one of two things. The first is to reboot the entire computer, shut it down, and then power it back up. This effectively shuts off the computer and turns off the disk error monitor as well. The other method is to shut down the computer, go to the Diagnostics menu, then
select 'Option Control', and then click 'Re-boot.' Click 'Apply,' then 'OK.' After you've done this, restart your computer, and the disk error monitor will be turned off. I've been using this to get the motorola(PSG) hard drive to do well over the past year and it has worked flawlessly for me. I can't imagine using the Z2's CPSW to try to test it would be any better than what I've been using for a while now.

You will need to be able to access the Diagnostics menu from a DOS prompt. There are no options that will shut off the disk error monitor other than rebooting the machine. Thank you for your help, was just starting to think of rebooting the whole system when that second option came out that i didnt know about. Hey I was wondering if anyone could help me out. I recently installed 82157476af
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